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The
T Center fo
or Economicc Justice subm
mits the folllowing comm
ments regardding the effective
date prov
visions of AG
G 49.
When
W
originaally adopted by LATF, AG
A 49 staggeered implem
mentation by phasing in tthe
requirem
ments for the “illustrated scale” and th
he “disciplinned scale,” eeffective Sepptember 15, 22015,
and, then
n later, requirrements for policy loan illustrations
i
and additionnal standardds, effective
March 1,, 2016. The actuarial gu
uideline appliies the requiirements to ppolicies soldd on or after tthese
dates and
d not to policcies in-force on or after these
t
dates.
CEJ
C urges thee effective date provision
ns be changeed deleting tthe word “soold” as follow
ws:
1. Effecctive Date
This Actuarial
A
Gu
uideline shalll be effectiv
ve for all new
w business annd in force liife insurancee
illustrrations on orr after Septem
mber 1, 2016
6.as follows::
i.

Sectio
ons 4 and 5 shall
s
be effeective for all new busineess and in force life insuurance
illustrrations on po
olicies sold on or after Seeptember 1, 22015.

ii.

Sectio
ons 6 and 7 shall
s
be effeective for all new busineess and in force life insuurance
illustrrations on po
olicies sold on or after M
March 1, 20166.

Since March 1, 2016 has come and go
one, there iss no longer a need for tw
wo effective ddates
ng the date in
nto the near future will reduce
r
confuusion withouut harming cconsumer
and settin
protection.
The
T effect of this change is that all illlustrations prroduced afteer the effectiive dates willl be
subject to
o the consum
mer protectio
ons of AG 49
9. Under thee current lannguage, illusttrations
produced
d after the efffective datess for policiess sold prior tto the effectiive date are not subject tto the
guidelinee. There are several com
mpelling reassons for this change.
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1. Consistent consumer protections for all IUL illustrations after the effective dates. Under
the current language some consumers receiving new illustrations will receive protection
against inflated and misleading crediting rates while other consumers will not. For example,
assume two consumers with the identical IUL policy. One purchased the policy (“was sold”)
on July 1, 2015 and the other purchase the policy on October 1, 2015. Both consumers
request an update illustration in July 2016. The first consumer continues to get an illustration
without the AG 49 protections while the second consumer does receive the protection – even
though both are receiving an illustration of the same policy on the same day. This is unfair,
deceptive and misleading to the first consumer.
2. The proposed change is not a retroactive change to the policy. The proposed change has no
impact on illustrations already provided to the consumer – only to illustrations provided after
the proposed change to remove “sold” is enacted.
3. The proposed change will reduce illustration expenses for insurers. Under the current
guideline, the insurer must maintain at least two methods of calculating the crediting rates
used in the illustrations and the documentation to support the two or more methods. Under
the proposed change, the insurer will only need to maintain the AG-49 compliant method of
calculating crediting rates and associated documentation for that one method.
4. The proposed change will simplify regulatory oversight of illustration crediting rates.
Under the current guideline, market conduct regulators will need to examine multiple
crediting calculation methods for illustrations after the effective date because the crediting
calculations will vary on current illustrations depending on when the policy was sold. The
proposed change will greatly simplify market regulation review of compliance with AG 49.
5. The proposed change will simplify the implementation of the recent changes to AG 49
regarding multiple scales within a policy. The changes to AG 49, adopted this year, did not
include any effective date changes to AG 49 or effective dates specific to the changed
provisions. The result is that AG 49 will provide guidance applicable to policies sold
between 2015 and 2016, but before the guidance was adopted in 2016. Our proposed
changes to the effective date provision eliminate this issue because AG 49 will apply – in its
entirety – to new illustrations regardless of the sold-by date.
During an earlier meeting in which the effective date issue was discussed, an industry
representative suggested, among other things, that LATF should consider the impact on insurer
solvency resulting from policyholder behavior significantly different than originally estimated if
the proposed change in the effective date provision was enacted. The comment was startling, as
it implied that illustrations under AG 49 would be so radically different for policyholders sold
IUL policies before the effective date that large numbers of policyholders would now drop their
policies. If this is true, the consumer protection afforded by the proposed change is hugely
important to allow consumers to make informed decisions based on reasonable and not
misleading information.

